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Mikhel Leyb and Siegel Family Bits and Pieces of Information 
Put together in November, 2009 

 

New information: THE PARENTS OF MIKHEL LEYB ARE:  
KHAIMAS (father)  married to FRUME YAKHNE (mother) 

 

 
Mikhel Leyb Siegel 

 
Along the way, with the help of others, especially John Singer, who has extensively 
researched the Dorfs, more information has been uncovered about Mikhel Leyb and Pearl 
Dorf.   The documentation indicates that Mikhel Leyb lived in Balninkai, but I believe he 
must have returned to Kavarskas in his later years to live with his daughter, Frume.  Pearl 
Dorf may have been born in Kavarskas, but the Dorfs moved to Balninkai around 1860.    
Kavarskas, Ukmerge and Balninkai form a triangle and are close to one another.  
Smolinka is located within that triangle.  Various members of the family appear to be 
from one or another of these locations.   All of these places are in Lithuania. One of the 
most exciting finds has been our ability to go back one more generation.  
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MIKHEL LEYB SEGAL b. 1847 d. 1930  m. PEARL DORF b. 
1855 d. 1890 
They had 8 children. Chya Rachel, Chaim, Chona, Jennie, 
Joseph, Fruma, Carl and Fred 
 
According to the Jewishgen records,(Jewishgen.org) both Mikhel Leyb and his daughter 
Frume died in Kavarskas, Lithuania and were residents of Kavarskas.  The deaths were 
recorded in Ukmerge, Lithuania, which may have been the center for that District.   
From the Death Records in Lithuania 1922-1930 
 
SEGELIS / [SEGEL] – Surname 
 Mikhelis Leiba – Given Name 
 Khaimas – Father 
 Frume Yakhne  -Mother 
 heart disease – Reason For Death 
 82 – Age at Death 
 30 1 1930 – Date if Death 
 Kavarskas – Place of Death  
 Kavarskas – Place of Residence 
 widower gardener - comments 
 LVIA/1827/1/303/103 – Source: Archive/Fond/List/Item 
 Ukmerge – Place recorded 
 Year recorded:  1930  
 Record:  M27 
 
SEGELYTE / [SEGEL] - Surname 
 Frume - Given Name 
 Mikhelis Leibas - Father 
 Perl - Mother  
 DORFAITE / [DORF] – Mother’s Maiden Name 
 heart disease – Reason for Death 
 46 – Age at Death 
 23 10 1939 – Date of Death 
 Kavarskas – Place of Death 
 Kavarskas – Place of Residence 
 LVIA/1827/1/303/324 – Source:  Archive/Fond/List/Item 
  Ukmerge – Place Recoded 
 Year recorded - 1939 
 Record:  F31 
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From Betty Susnowitz (daughter of Chya Rachel and Rafael Delechky) at the 1980 
reunion:   
Mikhel Leyb had a store.  He sold little goods, like vegetables and he had a barrel of 
herring and pickles.  He was also a religious teacher.  During the first World War, he was 
driven out of his house, he slept in a cemetery for a week, and would steal home at night 
to get food and clothing.  With him were Chya Rachel and her husband and children and 
also Fruma.  They landed in a town called Glaboka in Lithuania.  Rafael (Chya Rachel’s 
husband) had been injured.   The older daughters baked cookies and sold them.  One of 
the older daughters stood in the soup line.  Mikhel Leyb sat at a table and sold buttons 
and threads.  Minna, one of the daughters and a sister to Betty, sold sunflower seeds.   
And they survived.   
 
Fruma took the dowry that her brothers sent and bought a piece of land and took care of 
her father.  She sold vegetables and he taught students.  Hitler took the land in later years.   
 
Betty believes that in earlier generation, like around 1850, the family surname was Sagel 
and that it didn’t become Segal until later and Siegel until later still.   
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Old maps with towns in Lithuania the family lived in or near. 
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There are the remains of a Jewish cemetery in Kvaraskas.  This is a memorial that was 
erected for the Jewish residents that were killed there.  (taken by Phillip Bennett) 
 
Phillip Bennett, who visited with Tanya, (Minna Siegel Chaet’s daughter) in Lithuania, 
seems to remember that Tanya’s mother, Minna, was a sharpshooter, and was wounded 
and shipped to the Urals and it was there that she met Tanya’s father, a photographer.   
Apparently she was wounded trying to save a school of children.   
 

 
This record indicates that Mikhel Leyb was in Balninkai in 1881 and in 1892.   
This next excerpt comes from a book that John Singer found.  The author talks about the 
celebration of Shabbat and speaks of Chana Rachel, the oldest daughter of Mikhel Leyb 
and Pearl Dorf.   
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Mikhel Leyb’s daughter, Chya Rachel is remembered in Ralph Jaffee’s 
book which speaks of his family spending Shabbat with their family. 
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Chaim Segal/Siegel: Declaration of intention to become a citizen 
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Chaim Segal/Siegel: Petition for naturalization 
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1910 Eveleth Census with Harry (Chiam), Pearl, Isadore and Anna 

 

 
Eveleth Business Directory 1915 listing the Siegels 
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Sherman Walt 
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Sherman Walt 
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Jenny Siegel Root wrote her thoughts about her Grandpa Carl Siegel 
after his death in 1987: 
 
We grandchildren have been blessed to have our Zada with us into our adult 
lives. He was a living connection to times and places that would be difficult to 
imagine without his stories. Zada loved to tell us stories from his past, and we 
loved to listen. His life was an example of old-fashioned ideals and values: hard 
work, initiative, love of family and home.  
 
Zada told us about tending cattle and sleeping in straw on top of a brick oven in a 
log house.  It's a far stretch of the imagination from his turn-of -the-century 
boyhood in Lithuania to how we live today!  He liked to tell about his early days in 
the grocery business, when he sold hamburger two pounds for a nickel and broke 
wild mustangs for his delivery wagon. A photo from those days shows him 
standing so straight the way he did in his tin-ceiling store, proud of what he'd 
accomplished  only a few years after arriving in America speaking hardly a word 
of English. He was the classic immigrant story, a young fellow who graduated 
from the school of hard knocks and made a success of himself.  
 
More than anything else, Zada loved to tell about winning Bubby Bessie's hand 
and heart.  After fifty years of marriage, his face still glowed pink and his eyes 
sparkled when he described Bubby at twenty. I believe he was bewitched from 
the first time he laid eyes on her, and he worked hard to earn her affections. A lot 
of young fellows could take a lesson! He made friends with Ma and Pa and the 
sisters, brought presents and candy, took kid brother Max to the shows, wrote 
love letters and voila! - the start of a happy family now in its fourth generation.  
 
We grandchildren learned a lot from the example of Bubby and Zada's true love. 
an attachment that grew stronger for over sixty years.  Family was the most 
important value to our grandparents. Bubby speaks often of the joy she and Zada 
took in their four boys, how they loved to watch them play cards in front of the 
fireplace or swim at the cabin or tinker with their cars. They shared their 
happiness with the Siegel and Rothchild cousins as well -- there was always 
another place at the table. Many of the cousins have told me how much fun it 
was to visit Uncle Carl and Aunt Bess, even if you did gain five pounds at every 
meal!  
,  
I have never known a man with a greater gift for contentment than Zada. He 
knew how to take pleasure in each day's activities, however simple. Some hand-
ground hamburger. a few quarts of green tomatoes pickled, some sauerkraut 
bottled up -- these were all small jobs to enjoy, and ways to share his fun with 
others. He made the best hamburger in Minnesota, and his hands were human 
scales. He could weigh meat to the half-ounce in his palm.  His tomato pickles 
were so sour they brought tears to your eyes, and were they good!   Sauerkraut I 
won't touch, but I hear it was pretty nice, if you go in for that sort of thing.  
 
The greatest lesson Zada's life gives us is his sense of comfort and pride in what 
he accomplished. He knew what was important and what his responsibilities 
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were, and he did them, without fuss. He was a loving and helpful husband and 
father and grandfather and brother and uncle and cousin and friend. His role as a 
family man was paramount to him.  
 
We were all very sad when illness narrowed Zada's life in the last few years. But I 
am sure that he was happy and content. Shortly before he had to move to 
Sholom Home, Zada patted a photo of Sheldon and Sammy and Palmer and 
Marvin. and he said to me, "Four good boys. All good boys." Words didn't come 
easily to him by that time, but the proud beam in his sweet old face said so much. 
I believe that he had a sense of inner purpose, and that he had achieved what he 
wished to achieve. I hope that I will feel that way at the end of my life.  
 
It's so hard to understand why Zada had to be ill for so long, why such  
a vigorous man had to fade the way he did. It was heart-rending to see  
him decline. But Bubby and Zada's love continued, across the barrier of illness, 
and that was inspiring to all of us. Despite the wider barrier that separates us 
from Zada now, I know that his legacy to us -- our heritage of quiet love, willing 
responsibility, and joy in family -- will continue on in each of our lives.  
 

 (  

 
The NAME SIEGEL – from the Musuem of the Diaspora 
 
The name Siegel:  Literally “seal” in German.  Siegel could be a trade name for an 
engraver of seals, a popular Jewish occupation in the 18th century in central Europe.  
However, this Jewish family name is usually based on Segal.    An abbreviation of the 
Hebrew “segan-Leviyyah” which means “prince of the Levites” or “assistant of the 
high priest.”  Segal was originally a function and title, which became a family name.   
 
MORE DISTANT RELATIVES 
 
Ida Siegel was the sister of Mikhel Leyb Siegel.   She married Joseph Williams.  
They had six children:  Charles, Samuel, Libba, Louis, Irving and Sol.  Charles, Irving 
and Sol settled in Johannesburg, South Africa.  Louis Williams settled in Chicago as 
did Samuel Williams.  Libba married Gerson Frank, a shochet.  Not sure about the city.  
Louis had three children:  Ruth (Bernstein), Dr. Ernest Bernstein and Howard 
Bernstein.  Sam Williams had two children: Rose and Emil.  Libba and Gerson Frank 
had six children:  Etta, Jacob, Sol and Morris (twins), Esther and Dorothy.  Ruth 
Bernstein had one son.  Rose had one daughter, Patricia.  Etta had one son:  Shmuel 
Mayer Gedwiser.  Jacob had one daughter; Syril Alene and Sol had one daughter, Billy 
Frances.   
 

1. Ida Siegel m. Joseph Williams 
2. Charles (Johannsburg, SA) 
3. Samuel (Chicago) 

a. Rose 
i. Patricia 

b. Emil 
4. Libba (city unk) m. Gerson Frank 

a. Etta m. Gedweiser  
i. Shmuel Mayer Gedweiser 

b. Jacob 
i. Syril Alene 
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c. Sol 
i. Billy Frances 

d. Morris 
e. Esther 
f. Dorothy 

5. Louis (Chicago) 
a. Ruth 

i. One son 
b. Dr. Ernest Bernstein 
c. Howard Bernstein 

6. Irving (Johannsburg, SA) 
7. Sol (Johannsburg, SA) 

 


